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Product Spotlight: Wraptor House Wrap
Wraptor is a breathable, cross-woven polypropyene house wrap that helps prevent wall sheathing from soaking
up moisture that gets behind the exterior cladding (vinyl siding, brick, etc.). Its cross-woven quality gives it
extra strength to help prevent tearing from the building after installation.
Standard Sizes: 3’, 9’, 10’ x 100’, 150’
Custom Sizes and Print Available

PRIVATE LABELING

Company Branding Opportunities
We offer private label and personalization for the Wraptor
house wrap product line. Private label house wrap is a costeffective way to advertise your business on every job. Put
your company or customers’ name and/or logo on high
quality house wrap.
By providing ISI with logos, designs and other specifics we
will help create a Custom Private Label that will proudly
represent and market your business.
Take your company to the next level with private labeling.

WRAPTOR TAPE

House Wrap Seam Tape
Applying Wraptor Tape to joints and seams during house
wrap installation will help to provide a continuous barrier
against water and air infiltration. This versatile tape can be
used for a variety of jobs and applications.
Standard Size 2” x 55 yd.

WRAPTOR FLASH

House Wrap Flashing
Wraptor Flash is a self-adhesive, self-sealing tape for
flashing around windows and doors and for sealing building
joints. The tough, aluminized, multi-layer polymer film is
coated with specially formulated rubberized asphalt. This
aluminized film can be exposed to the sun without effect
for up to six months. Wraptor Flash features an easily
removable silicone release paper to protect the adhesive
surface. The adhesive is very aggressive and adheres to
most clean, dry surfaces. Its waterproofing compound selfseals around punctures from nails, screws and staples.
Standard Sizes: 4”, 6” x 100’

TRADE SHOWS

Upcoming Trade Shows for Insulation Solutions, Inc.
ISI participates in many trade shows throughout the year. Here are a few of our upcoming shows for 2016:
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